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Gliding ahead 

Moving on up   

Risky assets have rallied further, reversing much of late-2018’s market sell-off. Recession fears have receded and the Federal Reserve’s 

(Fed) new dovish tone has shored up investor confidence. The recent oil price rebound has helped ease financial conditions via lower 

corporate bond yields. Apart from the US, global macro data has been underwhelming while the trade war has begun to dent 

manufacturing activity. However, investors have shrugged off these factors, pinning their hopes instead on a trade agreement 

between the US and China and a soft Brexit scenario.  
 

Back to reality!  

Despite this investor optimism, global growth is decelerating. All three main economies – the US, China and the eurozone – are 

expected to print lower data in 2019. Growth in China will be key given its impact on emerging economies as well as on European and 

US exporters. Analyst expectations for earnings growth in the eurozone still look to optimistic in our view. Nonetheless, we still expect 

positive earnings growth this year in all three economies.   
 

Riding the momentum  

We continue to recommend a neutral position on global equities as central banks seem willing to support credit and growth against a 

backdrop of tame inflation. The Fed’s shift to a neutral stance clearly supports risk appetite – it now looks likely that its planned hikes 

will be delayed (perhaps cancelled?) and it might even halt the shrinkage in its asset holdings. For now, only a pick-up in US inflation 

could make the Fed turn more hawkish again. The European Central Bank (ECB) has hinted at new funding measures to help 

eurozone banks on the back of the current dip in activity and signs of weaker bank lending. However, we remain concerned that the 

effects of the trade war will linger whatever the outcome of US-China negotiations. 
 

Bottom line 

We remain selective on risky assets with a preference for corporate credit and equities, while keeping low exposure to sovereign 

bonds where valuations are more stretched. We think US and emerging market equities offer the best opportunities. In Europe, we 

suggest a defensive stance on equities given the cocktail of political and macro risks. We upgrade High Yield corporate bonds in euros 

to Overweight to benefit from attractive valuations in a low rate environment.  

 

 

In accordance with the applicable regulation, we inform the reader that this material is qualified as a marketing document. 
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ASSET CLASS VIEWS 
 

 

The table below presents the latest conclusions of our Global Investment Committee 
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FIXED INCOME 
 

Hunt for yield continues 

Muted inflation and dovish central banks have kept a lid on long-term yields so far. However, we continue to recommend short 
maturity sovereign bonds as risks are tilted towards higher yields. In the US, the gap between short and long-term yields is barely 
positive and Bunds look expensive, especially after the recent rally. We see better yield pick-up in the eurozone periphery. We 
reiterate our constructive view on credit – and High Yield (HY) in particular – and have upgraded eurozone HY to Overweight. 

  

We recommend short maturity sovereign bonds 

Prefer short-dated bonds  
Since early 2019, yields on 10-year US Treasuries have traded in a 
narrow range between 2.55% and 2.80%. The minutes from the 
Federal Reserve (Fed) January meeting outlined a patient 
approach to monetary policy given the uncertain outlook. We 
nevertheless expect US 10-year yields to creep up towards 3.00% 
as growth remains sustained and market measures of inflation 
expectations (“break-evens”) are rising. We still prefer short-
dated bonds which offer almost the same yields as 10-year 
bonds but with far less interest rate risk. 

Bund valuations are expensive after the recent rally  
In the eurozone, core bond yields have been pushed lower by 
weak macro data, lingering political risks and a scarcity of high 
quality liquid assets. The 10-year Bund yield is hovering around 
10bps, the lowest since late 2016, but we think it is unlikely to 
fall much further. At current levels, yields are unattractive and 
bonds overly sensitive to rate moves. However, there is 
perhaps better value in peripheral bonds – the risk-reward is 
attractive in a low interest rate environment. We prefer Spanish 
bonds to Italy as Spain boasts a lower debt burden and 
stronger growth.   

UK Brexit risk lingers 
We still hold sovereign bonds (“gilts”) for diversification, 
particularly as the probability of a no-deal Brexit is relatively 
low. The Bank of England (BoE) should keep interest rates on 
hold given the slide in growth momentum, which should 
support gilt valuations. 

 

 

Constructive view on corporate bonds 

Still prefer US HY  
The yield differential (or “spread”) between Treasuries and US 
corporate bonds (“credit”) has narrowed thanks to higher oil 
prices and solid macro data. Default rates are expected to stay 
below historical averages and stable corporate bond issuance 
bodes well for US HY. Based on our Fed policy projections and 
spread forecasts, HY remains attractive relative to Investment 
Grade (IG) – HY delivers an extra 300bps of yield at current 
levels. We believe corporate credit is appealing – recession risk 
remains remote and corporates have been able to lock in 
attractive borrowing rates over the past few years.  

EMU HY upgraded to Overweight  
In the eurozone, spreads widened steadily in 2018 as investors 
demanded better compensation for credit risk. HY spreads 
more than doubled and now offer an opportunity to rebuild 
positions. Despite ending Quantitative Easing (QE), the 
European Central Bank (ECB) seems keen to support credit 
growth, which should help keep default risk in check this year. 
The hunt for yield will encourage investors to prefer corporate 
bonds to sovereigns. We upgrade HY to Overweight. 

Brexit uncertainty will continue to weigh.  
We maintain a defensive stance on UK credit despite attractive 
valuations. Brexit uncertainty should continue to weigh on 
corporates in the short run, keeping spreads relatively high and 
volatile.  

      

 Markets do not expect a Fed rate hike this year   High Yield at an attractive level  

 

 

  

 

 

 Sources: Macrobond, Bloomberg, data as of 02/2019   Sources: Macrobond, Bloomberg, data as of 02/2019  

      
 

Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. Investments may be subject to market fluctuations, and 

the price and value of investments and the income derived from them can go down as well as up. Your capital may be at risk and you 

may not get back the amount you invest.   
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EQUITIES 
 

Time for patience 

Rising hopes of a US-China trade agreement and a soft Brexit deal continue to lift investor sentiment. The dovish stance 
recently adopted by major central banks, easier funding conditions, and Chinese stimulus measures are all supportive for 
equities. However, economic uncertainty remains high, global manufacturing activity is decelerating, and trade growth 
continues to slow. We maintain a neutral view on global equities. 

 

Stay cautious on eurozone equities 

US: “Don’t fight the Federal Reserve (Fed)” 

The Fed’s change in policy stance helped trigger the sharp 
rebound in equities from the late-December lows. Meanwhile, 
constructive US-China trade talks have lifted investor 
sentiment, even if the terms of any deal are still highly 
uncertain. The Fed’s pause in monetary policy and easier 
funding conditions are clear positives for equity markets. 
However, corporate profit growth will decelerate this year – 
sales growth is slowing, the impact from last year’s tax cuts is 
fading and rising wages are eroding historically-high margins. 
In addition, valuation is not attractive and thus we prefer to 
wait for a better entry point.  

Eurozone: a wall of worries 

Eurozone fiscal policy is being eased and there is talk of new 
long-term refinancing support for bank lending, two supportive 
factors for stocks. However, equities are vulnerable to slowing 
global trade and to a weakening regional economy where 
manufacturing activity is declining rapidly. In addition, political 
uncertainty is high, banking sector weakness is a source of 
concern and trade tensions persist despite the push to reach a 
US-China agreement. And European car manufacturers would 
be badly hit if the US were to impose auto tariffs. In this context, 
earnings-per-share (EPS) should continue to grow at a sluggish 
pace this year – current consensus expectations still seem too 
optimistic and are likely to be cut in coming months. 

Economic uncertainties remain elevated 

UK – in the hands of Brexit  

Large British companies generate a significant share of 
revenues overseas, making them highly sensitive to the Brexit 
outcome – a soft deal would strengthen sterling, to the 
detriment of foreign earnings. The market should remain 
volatile but appealing valuations and a high dividend yield 
argue for a sanguine view.  

Japan: good fundamentals but cyclical headwinds 

Despite solid domestic demand, the global slowdown could 
penalise this cyclical market and profit growth is expected to 
be lacklustre in coming months. This should outweigh 
positives from structural reforms, improved corporate 
governance and profitability, and attractive valuations.  

Emerging markets: out of the bargain basement 

The environment for emerging markets has improved over 
the past few months as a more dovish Fed and a peaking 
dollar have eased pressures. Also, most central banks are 
now less restrictive, currencies have stabilised, and capital 
inflows are recovering. However, valuations are no longer a 
bargain and emerging equities remain vulnerable to any 
disappointment in US-China negotiations. We intend to 
increase our exposure from our current Neutral stance if 
economic momentum improves. 

      

 Downward earnings revisions across the board   Emerging valuations are no longer cheap  

 

 

  

 

 

 Sources: Macrobond, Datastream, 20/02/2019   Sources: Macrobond, Datastream, 20/02/2019  

      
 

Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. Investments may be subject to market fluctuations, and 

the price and value of investments and the income derived from them can go down as well as up. Your capital may be at risk and you 

may not get back the amount you invest.   
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CURRENCIES & ALTERNATIVES 
 

FX: Steady as she goes  

Central banks are on hold, keeping cross-currency exchange rates in check. It would take surprises (a no-deal Brexit hit to 
sterling) or market shocks (safe-haven buying of the yen) to break currencies out of current ranges. The euro should remain 
range bound versus dollar. Stimulus measures in China and steady demand should prop up cyclical commodities (oil, copper). 
Hedge funds could face higher volatility and we prefer those strategies which perform best in turbulent markets.  

 

Currencies: little further upside for the dollar 

Dollar rally petering out 

The Federal Reserve (Fed) has paused its policy normalisation, 
implying that interest rate gaps with other major currencies 
could stabilise as growth differentials narrow this year. Markets 
face looming dollar headwinds, such as widening twin deficits, 
and Russian and Chinese moves to diversify away from the USD 
for both trade settlement and official reserves. In addition, long 
dollar positions on futures markets are stretched. Although 
political risks may bolster the dollar near term, the catalysts for 
a further leg up are missing. We expect the dollar index to trade 
range bound in the months ahead.  

Moving in concert 

We see limited downside risks for the euro against the USD at 
current levels. The European Central Bank (ECB) has hinted at 
easing measures, but these should be mostly designed to ease 
funding conditions to boost growth. Cheap valuations and the 
eurozone’s large current account surpluses are also supportive. 
However, there are persistent headwinds – macro data have 
been disappointing and political risks endure.  

Sterling’s fate is driven by market sentiment on Brexit. We 
expect a soft-Brexit outcome, and hence a modest uptick in the 
pound, though possibly after the March 29 deadline if it is 
extended.   

 

 

A late cycle bounce in commodities 

Rebound in oil prices should continue 

After plunging in Q4 2018, oil prices are now recovering thanks 
to the Fed’s softer tone, improving market sentiment and 
production cutbacks by OPEC and its allies. We still see upside 
potential in the short run as global oil demand is trending 
upwards, the rise in US shale oil output has stalled, and 
production in Iran and Venezuela has contracted. We expect 
oil prices to trade in a $65-70 range later this year given 
supply/demand dynamics.   

Gold prices set to consolidate 

The recent gold rally seems overdone. Although the rally was 
sparked by late-2018 risk aversion, it has continued despite 
improving sentiment. US real rates (that is, net of muted 
inflation) have crept up, increasing the opportunity cost of 
holding gold, a non-yielding asset. We think a correction is 
possible as gold has been trading close to $1350/oz, its high 
over the past three years. Our target remains at $1250. 

Copper requires some patience 

Copper inventories are low, geopolitical risks should fade as 
US-China trade discussions advance and Chinese imports of 
copper ore have increased – all supportive factors for prices. 
Chinese stimulus measures are already reflected in 
accelerating credit growth and increases in infrastructure 
spending are expected – prices should pick up later this year.   

Hedge funds: Overweight, but be selective 

Prefer Merger and Fixed-Income Arbitrage  

Hedge funds can help in unstable market conditions, but 
selectivity is key. Several strategies suffered drawdowns in 
2018 (Long/Short Equity, Special Situations, CTAs or trend-
followers), while others proved more resilient (Merger 
Arbitrage, Fixed Income Arbitrage, Global Macro). We prefer 
strategies which hold their own in bear markets, such as 
Merger Arbitrage, or which do well in times of higher equity 
volatility, such as Fixed-Income Arbitrage. The Global Macro 
segment is attractive but, given wide disparities in strategy, 
careful selection is key. Finally, we stay defensive on L/S 
Equity strategies with a long market bias.   

   

 Higher real rates set to drag down gold price  

 

 

 

 Source: Macrobond, 22/02/2019  

   
 

Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. Investments may be subject to market 
fluctuations, and the price and value of investments and the income derived from them can go down as well as up. Your capital 
may be at risk and you may not get back the amount you invest.  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION – PLEASE READ 
 

 

Societe Generale Private Banking (“SGPB”) is a division of the group Societe Generale S.A., operating through its head office within 

Societe Generale S.A and its network (subsidiaries, branches or departments of Societe Generale S.A.) located in the countries 

mentioned hereafter which use the “Societe Generale Private Banking” brand, and which distribute this document.  

 

This document not constitute and under no circumstances should it be considered in whole or in part as an offer, a solicitation, or a 

contract from any of the Societe Generale Private Banking entities. It is intended to be used by the recipient only and may not be 

passed on or disclosed to any other persons and/or in any jurisdiction that would render the distribution illegal.  

 

It is the responsibility of any person in possession of this document to inform himself or herself of and to observe all applicable laws 

and regulations of the relevant jurisdictions. This document is in no way intended to be distributed in or into the United States of 

America nor directly or indirectly to any U.S. person. 

 

Financial Promotion 

This document is a financial promotion. 

 

Limitation 

Information herein is believed to be reliable but the SGPB does not warrant its completeness or accuracy and it should not be relied 

on or acted upon without further verification. SGPB disclaims any responsibility to update or make any revisions to this document. 

Opinions, estimates and expressions of judgment are those of the writer and are subject to change without notice. As such, SGPB, 

Societe Generale and its other subsidiaries shall not be held liable for any consequences, financial or otherwise, following any action 

taken or not taken in relation to this document and its contents. 

 

Past Performance 

Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance.  Investments may be subject to market fluctuations and 

the price and value of investments and the income derived from them can go down as well as up.  Your capital may be at risk and you 

may not get back the amount you invest. Changes in inflation, interest rates and the rate of exchange may have an adverse effect on 

the value, price and income of investments. 

 

The Societe Generale Private Banking entities disclaim any responsibility for the updating or revising of this document. The 

document’s only aim is to offer information to investors, who will take their investment decisions without relying solely on this 

document. The Societe Generale Private Banking entities disclaim all responsibility for direct or indirect losses related to any use of 

this document or its content. The Societe Generale Private Banking entities do not offer implicit or explicit guarantees as to the 

accuracy or exhaustiveness of the information or as to the profitability or performance of the asset classes, countries and markets 

concerned.  

The historical data, information and opinions provided herein have been obtained from, or are based upon, external sources that the 

Societe Generale Private Banking entities believe to be reliable, but which have not been independently verified. The Societe 

Generale Private Banking entities shall not be liable for the accuracy, relevance or exhaustiveness of this information.  

 

Specific warnings per jurisdiction 

France: Unless otherwise expressly indicated, this document is issued and distributed by Societe Generale, a French bank authorised 

and supervised by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution, located at 61, rue Taitbout, 75436 Paris Cedex 09 under the 

prudential supervision of the European Central Bank- ECB, and registered at ORIAS as an insurance intermediary under the number 

07 022 493 orias.fr. Societe Generale is a French Société Anonyme with its registered address at 29 boulevard Haussmann, 75009 

Paris, with a capital of EUR 1,009,380,011.25 on 31 March 2016 and unique identification number 552 120 222 R.C.S. Paris. Further 

details are available on request or can be found at www.privatebanking.societegenerale.fr/. 

 

The Bahamas: This document has been distributed in The Bahamas to its private clients by Societe Generale Private Banking 

(Bahamas) Ltd., an entity duly licensed and regulated by the Securities Commission of the Bahamas (the “Securities Commission”). 

This document is not intended for distribution to persons or entities that are Bahamian citizens or that have been designated as 

residents of The Bahamas under the Exchange Control Regulations, 1956 of The Bahamas. This document is not, is not intended to 

be, and under no circumstances is to be construed as a distribution of any securities in The Bahamas. Neither the Securities 

Commission nor any similar authority in The Bahamas has reviewed or in any way passed upon this document or the merits of the 

securities described, or any representations made herein. 
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Belgium: This document has been distributed in Belgium by Societe Generale Private Banking SA/NV, a Belgian credit institution 

according to Belgian law and controlled and supervised by the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) and the Financial Services and 

Markets Authority (FSMA), and under the prudential supervision of the European Central Bank- ECB. Societe Generale Private Banking 

SA/NV is registered as an insurance broker at the FSMA under the number 61033A. Societe Generale Private Banking SA/NV has its 

registered address at 9000 Ghent, Kortrijksesteenweg 302, registered at the RPM Ghent, under the number VAT BE 0415.835.337. 

Further details are available on request or can be found at www.privatebanking.societegenerale.be.  

 

Dubai: The present document has been distributed by Societe Generale, DIFC Branch (SG DIFC). Related financial products or services 

are only available to clients having signed a DIFC Client Agreement with SG DIFC and qualifying as professional clients with liquid 

assets of over $1 million, and who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in the relevant financial 

markets, according to the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA) rules. SG DIFC is duly licensed and regulated by the DFSA to 

provide arranging and advisory services. SG DIFC does not provide certain products and/or services (such as discretionary portfolio 

management, managed advisory services, Prime Market Access), but the branch’s clients can if necessary have access to these 

products and/or services at the Societe Generale Private Banking entity holding the client’s bank account. The DFSA has neither 

reviewed nor approved this document. Further details are available on request or can be found at 

www.privatebanking.societegenerale.ae 

 

Luxembourg: This document has been distributed in Luxembourg by Societe Generale Bank and Trust (“SGBT”), a credit institution 

which is authorised and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier, under the prudential supervision of the 

European Central Bank- ECB, and whose head office is located at 11 avenue Emile Reuter – L 2420 Luxembourg. Further details are 

available on request or can be found at www.sgbt.lu. No investment decision whatsoever may result from solely reading this 

document. SGBT accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or otherwise of information contained in this document. SGBT accepts no 

liability or otherwise in respect of actions taken by recipients on the basis of this document only and SGBT does not hold itself out as 

providing any advice, particularly in relation to investment services. The opinions, views and forecasts expressed in this document 

(including any attachments thereto) reflect the personal views of the author(s) and do not reflect the views of any other person or 

SGBT unless otherwise mentioned. SGBT has neither verified nor independently analysed the information contained in this 

document. The Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier has neither verified nor analysed the information contained in this 

document. 

 

Monaco: The present document is distributed in Monaco by Societe Generale Private Banking (Monaco) S.A.M., located 13, 15 Bd des 

Moulins, 98000 Monaco, Principality of Monaco, governed by the 'Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution' and the 

'Commission de Contrôle des Activités Financières'. The Financial products marketed in Monaco can be reserved for qualified 

investors in accordance with Law No. 1339 of 07/09/2007 and Sovereign Ordinance No 1.285 of 10/09/2007.  Further details are 

available upon request or on www.privatebanking.societegenerale.mc. 

 

Suisse: This document has been communicated in Suisse by Societe Generale Private Banking (Suisse) SA (‘SGPBS’), whose head 

office is located at rue du Rhône 8, CP 022, CH-1211 Geneva 11. SGPBS is a bank authorized by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 

Authority FINMA. Further details are available on request or can be found at http://www.privatebanking.societegenerale.ch. 

 

This document (i) does not provide any opinion or recommendation about a company or a security, or (ii) has been prepared outside 

of Suisse by SGPB. Therefore, the Directives of the Swiss Bankers Association (SBA) on the Independence of Financial Research do not 

apply to this document. 

 

This document has not been prepared by SGPBS. SGPBS has neither verified nor independently analyzed the information contained 

in this document. SGPBS accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or otherwise of information contained in this document. The 

opinions, views and forecasts expressed in this document reflect the personal views of the relevant author(s) and shall not engage 

SGPBS' liability. 

 

This document is not a prospectus within the meaning of articles 652a and 1156 of the Swiss Code of Obligations. 

 

United Kingdom: This document has been distributed in the United Kingdom by SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank Limited, which is 

authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 

Authority.  

 

The company is incorporated in England & Wales under number 964058 and its registered address is 5th Floor, 8 St. James’s Square, 

London SW1Y 4JU (“SGPB Hambros”).  

 

Jersey: This document has been distributed in Jersey by SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (Channel Islands) Limited (“SGH CI Limited”), 

which is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission ("JFSC") for banking, investment, funds services and money services 

http://www.privatebanking.societegenerale.ae/
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business. The company is also authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") in respect of UK regulated 

mortgage business. The firm reference number is 310344. The company is incorporated in Jersey under number 2693 and its 

registered address is PO Box 78, SG Hambros House, 18 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8PR. This document has not been authorised 

or reviewed by the JFSC or FCA. 

 

Guernsey: This document has been distributed in or from within the Bailiwick of Guernsey by SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (Channel 

Islands) Limited – Guernsey Branch, which is regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission ("GFSC") for banking, 

investment and money services business and by the Jersey Financial Services Commission ("JFSC") for banking, investment, fund 

services and money services business. Its address is PO Box 6, Hambro House, St Julian’s Avenue, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3AE.   

 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited (including the branch) is also authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 

Authority ("FCA") in respect of UK regulated mortgage business. The firm reference number is 310344. The company is incorporated in 

Jersey under number 2693 and its registered address is PO Box 78, SG Hambros House, 18 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8PR.  This 

document has not been authorised or reviewed by the JFSC, GFSC or FCA. 

 

Gibraltar: This document has been distributed in Gibraltar by SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (Gibraltar) Limited, which is authorised and 

regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission for the conduct of banking, investment and insurance mediation business.  

 

The company is incorporated in Gibraltar under number 01294 and its registered address is 32 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar.  

 

Societe Generale Private Banking Hambros is part of the wealth management arm of the Societe Generale Group, Societe Generale 

Private Banking.  Societe Generale is a French bank authorised in France by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution, 

located at 61, rue Taitbout, 75436 Paris Cedex 09, and under the prudential supervision of the European Central Bank - ECB.  It is also 

authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 

Authority. Further information on the SGPB Hambros Group including additional legal and regulatory details can be found on 

www.privatebanking.societegenerale.com/hambros  

 

Notice to US Investors: This document is not intended for US Persons under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended and under the 

various laws of the States of the US of America.  

http://www.privatebanking.societegenerale.com. 

 

© Copyright Societe Generale Group 2019. All rights reserved. Any unauthorised use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure in whole 

or in part is prohibited without the prior consent of Societe Generale. 
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